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The evolution of molecular
genetic pathways and networks
Jennifer M. Cork and Michael D. Purugganan*
Summary
There is growing interest in the evolutionary dynamics of
molecular genetic pathways and networks, and the extent
to which the molecular evolution of a gene depends on its
position within a pathway or network, as well as over-all
network topology. Investigations on the relationships
between network organization, topological architecture
and evolutionary dynamics provide intriguing hints as to
how networks evolve. Recent studies also suggest that
genetic pathway and network structures may influence
the action of evolutionary forces, and may play a role in
maintaining phenotypic robustness in organisms.
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Introduction
Most biochemistry teaching laboratories (and indeed also
research laboratories) display a wall-sized chart that depicts
the complexities of organismal metabolism. This chart, known
as the official International Union of Biochemsitry and Molecular Biology-Nicholson Chart of Metabolic Pathways, had
modest beginnings nearly half a century ago.(1) Don Nicholson, a University of Leeds biochemist, sketched out all the
known metabolic pathways and their intricate linkages in 1960
to use as a teaching aid; the 21st edition of the chart published
in 2000 incorporates 550 enzymatic transformations. It is
arguably the first large-scale molecular network assembled, a
prelude to many of the molecular genetic networks currently
under construction with contemporary genomics studies.
The metabolic pathways chart illustrates a central feature of
biological organization at all hierarchical levels—no biological
entity within our biosphere, whether metabolites, proteins,
genes, cells or even species, exists in isolation. Instead, they
are found as components of complex networks and pathways
that together constitute organization at every level of biology.(2 –5) Molecular genetic networks and pathways describe
the molecular and/or genetic components that underlie cellular
and organismal processes, and the functional interactions
among them (see Fig. 1).(4,5) Pathways can be thought of as
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small linear components of larger global networks, and it might
be useful to consider them as local networks in which
interactions are depicted linearly or which possess simple
unreticulated branch points. Network patterns are often
more complex than simple linear pathways, and usually
involve functional cross-connections that create webs of
interactions.
It is clearly one of the objectives of biological research to
identify and characterize these networks,(4,5) a task that is
daunting, but increasingly possible. New high-throughput
techniques of genomic analysis provide tools towards achieving these goals at molecular and cellular levels.(6) As the
number of characterized molecular genetic networks increases, there are growing opportunities to dissect patterns
of gene evolution within a network context.
Molecular evolutionary analyses have previously focused
on individual genes outside of the interaction context. It is now
clear that there is a need to understand how evolutionary
forces act on multiple interacting genes that are components of
molecular genetic pathways and networks. The network
organization inherent to molecular genetic systems raises
many questions regarding the evolutionary dynamics of interacting molecular systems.(7–9) How does the organization of
genes as members of interacting pathways affect the rates of
evolutionary change? How does the topology of molecular
genetic networks constrain evolutionary forces acting on
component genes? How do networks as entities evolve? Here
we describe some recent studies on the molecular evolution of
genetic networks, and how network structures can constrain or
channel evolutionary processes, both at the microevolutionary
and macroevolutionary levels.
Targets of selection in molecular
genetic pathways
The organization of a molecular genetic pathway can provide a
useful framework for the study of gene evolution, and the study
of gene evolution in this context has been an important first
step towards understanding how evolution acts differently on
genes in a locally interacting system. Since pathways are, in
essence, modular components of networks (see Fig. 1A), the
study of pathways also provides a foundation for the study of
global networks.
An area of interest has been how the position of genes in
molecular genetic pathways can impact the levels and types
of selective forces that act on these loci. One hypothesis
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Figure 1. Three levels of organization at which the evolution of genes and their protein products have been studied in their interaction
context. A: The Arabidopsis thaliana flowering-time pathway, shown as an example of a modular component of a genetic interaction
network. Activation and repression interactions are depicted, along with several environmental signal inputs. B: A map of the yeast protein–
protein interaction network from Ref. 31, as an example of global network organization (reproduced from Jeong H, Mason SP, Barabasi AL,
Oltavi ZN. 2001. Lethality and centrality in protein networks. Nature 411:41–42 with permission of Nature Publishing Group). This network is
represented by nodes (proteins) connected to one another by edges (interactions). Some proteins in the network have a large number of
protein–protein interactions, while the majority of proteins have very few, resulting in a scale-free topology. C: Examples of network motifs
(Refs. 43 and 44). Several three- and four-protein interactions motifs show types of recurring themes in network organization. Circles
represents proteins and arrows show their interactions.

predicts that genes functioning early in a genetic pathway are
subject to stronger stabilizing selection than downstream loci,
since mutations in these genes are likely to have greater
pleiotropic effects and affect all downstream phenotypes.
In a study on the rates of gene evolution in the plant
anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway, differential rates of molecular evolution have been noted for enzymatic genes.(10) In
comparisons between monocots and dicots, the nonsynonymous substitution rates of the downstream genes DFR, ANS
and UF3GT evolve faster than the upstream loci CHS-D, CHI
and F3H. The correlation between the protein evolutionary
rate and the position of the enzyme in the anthocyanin pathway
is significant (P < 0.01). This pattern has also been confirmed
at the intragenic level between species in the genus
Ipomoea.(11) In this pathway, upstream enzymes are positioned above major branch points, and mutational changes in
these enzymatic loci are likely to have pleiotropic effects on the
synthesis not only of anthocyanins but of flavonoids as well.(10)
The pleiotropy of the upstream genes, and the greater
specialization in biosynthetic functions of downstream enzymatic loci, appears to result in greater stabilizing selection on
genes that act earlier in this biosynthetic pathway.
Greater constraint on earlier acting genes is also observed
in studies of molecular variation in regulatory and signal transduction genes within populations. The Ras-mediated signal
transduction pathway is an evolutionarily conserved genetic
pathway that plays a central role in cell differentiation.(12)
A molecular population genetic study suggests differential
evolution among signal transduction loci in the Ras path-
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way in Drosophila melanogaster, indicating strong purifying
selection on Ras, Drk and polehole, three upstream genes
in the signaling pathway.(13) These three genes have only
a few low-frequency replacement polymorphisms within
D. melanogaster and no fixed amino acid differences between
D. melanogaster and D. simulans. In contrast, there are
several interspecific amino acid differences in downstream
genes Dsor1, corkscrew and Ksr. In Ras-mediated signal
transduction, the upstream genes act as control points, which
may explain the greater degree of stabilizing selection on
these loci. This study also suggests that the downstream
components, which act as modifiers of Ras kinase signaling,
are the most-likely source of quantitative phenotypic variation
in this regulatory pathway.(13)
Other studies do not support the hypothesis that earlieracting genes in genetic pathways are under strong stabilizing
selection. In the Arabidopsis thaliana floral developmental
pathway, upstream genes appear to be the targets of positive,
not stabilizing, selection.(9) A molecular population genetic
study of six genes in the Arabidopsis floral developmental
pathway suggests that four downstream transcription factor
genes (the floral meristem identity genes AP1 and CAL, and
the floral organ identity genes AP3 and PI) have neutral patterns of molecular evolution. In contrast, the two earliest-acting
genes in the study, the inflorescence architecture gene TFL1
and the floral meristem identity gene LFY, show a significant
reduction in silent site nucleotide variation consistent with a
recent adaptive sweep.(9) Moreover, the promoter alleles of
TFL1 are differentiated into two distinct haplotype groups that
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may be maintained by selective forces.(9) These results
indicate that, in the floral developmental pathway, it is the
earliest-acting genes that are likely to be the targets of recent
selective forces.(9)
The difference in selective patterns between the A. thaliana
floral regulatory genes and the D. melanogaster Ras signaling
loci is noteworthy, but may be explicable in the context of the
functions of these two developmental pathways. Mutations in
the latter have potentially strong pleiotropic effects on fly
development, since these loci affect several developmental
processes from oogenesis to appendage morphogenesis.(12)
In contrast, the floral developmental pathway is associated
with a relatively specific and discrete developmental module
(the flower), and the activity of TFL1 and LFY function to
specify when and where this entire module is established.(9)
Thus, these genes form a discrete ‘‘gene net’’,(14) and any
selection on evolutionary change in the spatial and temporal
establishment of floral developmental modules would be
more likely to act on these upstream loci in the regulatory
hierarchy. Gene position within a molecular genetic pathway
may indeed result in differential selection on component
genes, but the specific nature of the selective forces on the
component loci will largely depend on the function of the
pathway.
Differential selective forces on different components of a
pathway at a microevolutionary level may be taken to a
macroevolutionary extreme in considering the diversification
of sex-determination pathways.(15) In sex-determination cascades, downstream components appear to have conserved
expression patterns (e.g. Sox 9 between birds and mammals),(16) while upstream components, such as Sry, have a
more circumscribed distribution even within mammals.(17) The
observed plasticity of upstream components is also seen
in other cases within the Diptera.(18,19) together, these
observations suggest either retrograde evolution in pathway
expansion or evolutionary flexibility in upstream (but not
downstream) pathway genes.(15) The continued study of the
evolution of sex-determination pathways may provide further
insights into the nature of selective forces that not only impact
on the evolution of genes, but also on the evolutionary
construction of genetic pathways.
Metabolic networks and branch
point evolution
The dichotomy between upstream and downstream genes in a
pathway is a crude differentiation of function. For metabolic
pathways, a theory of pathway fluxes provides a framework for
developing more precise hypotheses regarding selection on
component genes based on position within the pathway and/or
specific biochemical functions. Metabolic control theory(20)
describes how pathway architecture constrains evolutionary
change by depicting how metabolic fluxes might be partitioned
into alternate channels through selection.(21)

The evolution of genes in relation to their position in
pathway branch points has been explored most explicitly in the
context of population variation in the glycolytic pathway in
D. melanogaster.(21) The PGM and G6PD enzymes sit at the
top of the glycolytic pathway and partition glucose into
glycogen and pentose shunt branches.(21) Nucleotide and
allozyme variation at these two glycolytic loci show clinal
variation across latitudes.(22,23) An excess of within-species
amino acid changes is observed at the PGM gene, with 12 of
25 within-species coding region polymorphisms being replacement polymorphisms.(24) In contrast, none of the 19 fixed
differences between D. melanogaster and D. simulans result
in amino acid changes. This pattern suggests selection for the
maintenance of protein variation in D. melanogaster. The
G6PD locus shows a different pattern, with a significant excess
of amino acid differences fixed between species. This pattern
is consistent with positive selection favoring protein divergence between the two species.(25) Variation for these genes,
as assayed by allozyme polymorphism, is also observed in
species outside of Drosophila.(26,27)
Selection at enzymatic branch points is also observed in the
evolution of starch biosynthesis in Zea mays.(28) Maize
domestication has been accompanied by selection for altered
starch content in kernels. A molecular population genetic study
of six starch biosynthetic enzymes show reduced variation
in three enzymatic loci—bt2, ae1 and su1—associated with
selective sweeps.(28) The latter two genes encode enzymes
that function at branch points. Both are involved in amylopectin
synthesis, partitioning ADP-glucose between amylose and
amylopectin. As in Drosophila glycolytic pathway studies,
selection on the maize starch biosynthetic pathway involved
pathway branchpoints that function by partitioning substrates
into alternate product pools.
Together, these results indicate that genes that act at
metabolic pathway branch points are targets of adaptive
forces. These studies also suggest multilocus responses to
selection,(21) and provide clear examples of how a theoretical
framework for pathway fluxes could yield insights into the
nature of selective forces on molecular genetic pathways.
More detailed studies on the evolution of molecular genetic
networks will also benefit from more rigorous general
theoretical models on network structure and dynamics,
particularly on the phenotypic consequences of mutational
change on network components. Development of these
models for developmental regulatory systems,(8,29,30) for
example, may provide the basis for a coherent study of the
evolution of developmental phenotypes.
Global structure and the evolutionary
growth of networks
Although there has been some progress in our understanding
of pathway evolution, we are still left with several unanswered
questions relating to the evolution of larger networks. Does
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selection act differently at local (pathway) and global (network)
scales? Is there selection for global network structure? How
does the global network grow? Empirical studies of global
network structure and evolution have only recently become
possible and are beginning to address these and other related
questions.
The identification of extensive protein–protein interaction
networks in Saccharomyces cerevisiae has provided the basis
for several early analyses of network evolution. One of the first
examples of such a network consists of 1,870 proteins related
to one another through a web of 2,240 interactions (see
Fig. 1B). This protein interaction network is characterized by a
scale-free topology, in which different proteins have varying
numbers of interactions—a small number of proteins have a
large number of interactions, while the majority of proteins
have very few connections.(31) This scale-free topology has
been shown to be a common characteristic of protein
interaction networks,(31,32) metabolic networks(33) and Caenorhabditis expression networks determined from yeast,
human, Drosophila and C. elegans microarray data.(34)
How does this scale-free network architecture originate?
There have been some suggestions that this architecture may
arise from selection for genetic robustness (see below).
Others have suggested, however, that the emergence of a
scale-free network topology can be accounted for without
assuming the involvement of natural selection on global
network structure.(35) Biological justification for the ‘‘growing
network model’’(35) reveals that there are only two requirements for the evolution of a scale-free network structure in the
yeast protein interaction network: (1) the addition of new nodes
to the network and (2) the preferential attachment of these new
nodes to already highly connected nodes.(35,36,37) Although
this model does not explicitly invoke positive selection in the
large-scale organization of networks, it should be noted that
selection may be implicitly involved since preferential attachment of new nodes may be driven by selective forces acting at
the local level.
An analysis of divergent gene duplicates in the yeast
protein interaction network provides some support for the
preferential attachment assumption. The relationship between protein connectivity and the likelihood of gaining
interaction partners was shown to be close to linear, indicating
that proteins with larger numbers of interactions are more likely
to gain new connections.(35) Examining the addition of new
network interaction links through evolutionary time also
permits testing of the preferential attachment hypothesis.(35)
‘‘Snapshots’’ in evolutionary time were generated for the
yeast protein interaction network through genome-wide
comparisons of yeast with E. coli, A. thaliana and S. pombe.
Each protein was classified in one of four age groups based
on its presence or absence within the comparison species,
which allowed the observation of changes in protein connectivities over evolutionary time. It was demonstrated that
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new links in the network are more likely to be added through
interactions with proteins that are already highly connected,
which then leads to the emergence of network scale-free
topology.(37)
Interestingly, Qin et al. advanced a slightly different view of
network evolution for the yeast protein interaction network.(38)
In their analysis, they suggested that proteins of similar ages
(which they refer to as isotemporal categories) have a greater
tendency to interact with each other than if they were in
different age groups. Moreover, it appears that the networks
tend to grow via addition of modules or groups of interacting
proteins rather than single protein additions.(38) It would be
instructive to examine whether network growth is driven by
connectivity or evolutionary age, although it may be difficult to
disentangle these two factors given that they may be related to
some degree.
Gene evolution, network position
and network motifs
The evolutionary rates of genes and/or proteins appear to be
related in part to their network position. A negative correlation
between connectivity and rate of protein evolution has been
observed in the yeast protein interaction network (although
this relationship has been debated(39)), with highly connected
proteins in the network showing the slowest rates of evolution.(40) The authors suggest that this effect arises from highly
connected proteins having most of their structure involved in
functional interactions, and thus under greater selective
constraint. Evolutionary changes at functionally important
protein sites might thus be attributed largely to co-evolutionary
diversification between interacting protein partners, and
proteins that interact with one another have similar evolutionary rates.(40) Other correlations between protein age,
connectivities and function have also been found.(37) Finally,
essential proteins also appear to be older(37) and to have
greater connectivities and slower rates of evolution;(31,40)
however, this has also been questioned.(41)
These relationships are also buttressed by examining the
evolution of network motifs, local patterns of interaction that
recur at different positions within a network(42) (see Fig. 1C).
Wuchty et al. classified topological motifs in a S. cerevisiae
protein interaction database derived primarily from two-hybrid
studies, which include 3,183 interacting yeast proteins.(43)
These include all possible two-protein, three-protein, fourprotein, and a few five-protein interaction motifs, and the
database specifies between 103 and 106 copies of each motif.
Conservation of motifs across evolutionary time was judged
based on the presence of an orthologous protein across five
eukaryotic species in plants, animals and fungi.(43)
The larger motifs with higher connectivities were conserved
to a greater extent than smaller motifs; 47% of fully connected
five-protein motifs were conserved, compared to less than 5%
of linear three-protein motifs. The evolutionary retention rate of
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every network motif was higher than expected by random
chance, and the ratio of observed number of motifs over
random expectation was higher the larger the motif. Interestingly, the composition and frequency of motifs is related to
biochemical function. Large motifs had functionally homogenous components. In 95% of conserved fully connected
five-protein motifs, all the protein components share at least
one biochemical function class (i.e., regulation, protein fate,
cell cycle, etc.). In contrast, only 10% of the two-protein motifs
were functionally homogenous. Moreover, different functional
classes have different characteristic motifs. Regulation,
cellular transport and transport facilitation have only one or
two characteristic motifs, while all 11 studied motifs were overrepresented in modules associated with subcellular localization, protein fate and transcription.(43) In addition, it should be
noted that previous studies identified network motifs that also
appear to be commonly involved with certain functional
roles.(42,44,45)
Network connectivities and genetic robustness
The impact of the topological architectures of networks on their
ability to withstand mutational perturbations is an exciting
avenue of exploration, and could lead to refinement of hypotheses on selective targeting of genes during evolution. The
observation that a large number of genetic changes may be
buffered from expressing mutational variation has traditionally
been ascribed to the presence of gene duplications that lead to
genetic redundancies.(46–48) Recently, the role that genetic
network organization may play in maintaining robustness is
gaining increased attention.(46,49) It has been shown, for
example, that highly connected proteins in the yeast protein
interaction network are three times less likely to be tolerant to
loss-of-function mutations than proteins with fewer connections.(31) This observation, coupled with the scale-free
topologies in protein interaction networks, has led to suggestions that selection constructs a network that is phenotypically
robust against mutations. If network structure does provide an
organism with phenotypic robustness against mutation, then
this may be one explanation for the phenomenon of genetic
canalization.(50,51)
The identification of molecular genetic networks also
provides avenues for exploring the molecular basis of
evolutionary epistasis. It has always been recognized that
network organization leads to genetic interactions that may
result in epistasis.(8,52) Candidate epistatic interactions can
now be systematically identified in the context of known
genetic or physical interaction networks, and may provide a
molecular basis for determining the extent and nature of
evolutionary epistasis.
Conclusions
The study of the evolution of genes and genetic systems has
entered a new phase. The advent of genomics technologies

has provided opportunities for expanded analyses, which
permit studies of evolutionary change at genome-wide scales.
There is now the possibility of studying the evolution of whole
genetic networks rather than single loci, and examining the
implications of network organization on the dynamics of
evolutionary change. Although much has been accomplished
by our attempts to define molecular genetic networks, there is
still a great deal of work to be done and many more details to
consider.
There still remain several areas of network analysis that
could help spur further evolutionary investigations, including
the development of precise, quantitative models that relate
network topologies and dynamics to their phenotypic consequences. Eventually the depiction of molecular genetic
networks will have to allow for the incorporation of spatial and
temporal regulatory mechanisms. The complete network of
cellular interactions, after all, involves much more than just a
depiction of who regulates and/or interacts with whom. The
development of these models will provide evolutionary studies
with a functional context and allow for the integration of
molecular, population and quantitative genetic studies.
Furthermore, analyses of global network structure will prove
fruitful not only for understanding global evolutionary pressures, but also of forces acting at a local level and will allow us
to consider pathway structure and evolution in a more realistic
functional context.
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